
INTRODUCTION

After suffering centuries of neglect under

colonialism, indigeneity is steadily re-establishing its worth

today. Recovering the lost indigenous knowledge today

has become one of the major decolonial projects. The

indigenous communities assert their right to preserve their

ways of being, knowing, and interacting with the world

around them. Methodical eradication and suppression of

indigenous knowledge disrupted the indigenous way of

life for too long. Today, this revival of indigenous

knowledge is being done in every field. Indigenous identity,

languages, culture, and arts are all being reinforced in

the indigenous communities’ daily lives to instill a sense

of pride and belonging, which was systematically

destroyed during colonial times.

It is worth noting that this project act in opposition

to those institutions of colonization that persist and shape

the everyday life of the indigenous communities. Like

every project of decolonization, the recovery of indigenous

knowledge is also an act of rebellion. It demands a

concerted effort to challenge those myths and perceptions
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that have established themselves as universal and absolute

knowledge. In this article, we will revisit Rabinal Achí to

review it as an invaluable source of indigenous knowledge

and, in the process, debunk some of the myths of

modernity promoted by colonialism, which relegates

indigenous knowledge to lower realms.

Conquest, Discovery, and Uncovering of the

Americas: Conflict of Epistemologies:

The conquest of Latin America for indigenous people

is not history. On the contrary, many still believe that

they are living the life of the conquered to this date.

The conquest of Latin America has had an enduring

influence on Latin America and the entire world. As per

Enrique Dussel, with this conquest of the Americas,

modernity began and began the “myths of modernity.”

For indigenous communities, it has a special significance.

They remember this event as an interference in their life

and history, taking its course naturally until the Spaniards

arrived to disrupt it all.

It, indeed, requires a concerted effort and an evil

genius to subjugate so brutally and indoctrinate so
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methodically hundreds of groups of people with their

particular ways of life. How did we come to this that

today groups of people who centuries ago lived freely in

their peculiar way are today seeking redress? Why are

western models of knowing, being, and expressing

snubbed by the majority of the indigenous people when

they are so widely followed as the universal models?

In order to answer the first question, we need to

look at the so-called “el encuentro” of the two worlds

with a critical eye. In answer to the first question lies the

second’s answer (and the reason why this article chooses

one of the pre-Columbian dramas as a marker of the

indigenous way of being and expressing).

The present crisis of the indigenous communities is

ascribed to colonialism. Critics like Enrique Dussel, Aníbal

Quijano, and Walter Mignolo have thoroughly studied this

phenomenon and laid out reasons for the present crisis

of the formerly colonized people. However, almost all of

them exclusively blame Europe and her worldview for

colonialism.

The subjugation of indigenous communities was

executed in two forms. First was the physical subjugation.

The second was the subjugation of mind and spirit.

Drawing on the writings of De las Casas, it can be

concluded that barring a few conquistadores who

probably wished to serve the crown, the majority, had

joined because they aspired wealth. However, based on

wealth alone, these men would not have been able to

justify the crimes they committed against the indigenous

population. They firmly believed that God was with them

even in their avarice and treachery. Their Christian beliefs

that backed violence for just causes served them well in

committing reckless crimes against the indigenous

population.

On the other hand, the indigenous population had a

different way of seeing the world. Though they were

too, to a certain degree, warlike people, they viewed the

idea of war from a different perspective. While the

Spaniards relied on treachery, deceit, and lies, the

Indigenous population banked on their forthrightness, an

indigenous trait that will reveal itself when we take up

Rabinal Achí for examination in the latter part of this

article.

The Spaniards consistently outperformed the natives

on the battlefields. They overpowered the indigenous

people in almost every battle with their advanced

weapons, experience as crusaders, and perfidy. De las

Casas mentions this mismatch in terms of artillery used

by both groups: “… and immediately took up arms. But

good God, what Arms, do you imagine? Namely such

both Offensive and Defensive, as resemble Reeds

wherewith Boys sport with one another, more than manly

arms and weapons.” (p.5) The conquistadors went on

owning every community whom they won over.

Indigenous people were enslaved and tortured. To

critically understand the reason for conquistadors’

inhumanity, we must apply Enrique Dussel’s explanation

of the conquest in terms of modernity. He avers that

modernity began in 1492, and with it was born the irrational

myths of modernity “de justificación de violencia” (p.11).

For him, it was the socio-political state of the then

Europe of which the conquistadors were a product. Spain

had just expulsed the last of the Muslim kingdom in Europe.

Cordoba had fallen, which meant that the entire of Europe

was now all for Christians and Christianity. However, in

these eight hundred years of war, Europe has gone through

a systemic militarization of her people. As he highlights,

“Así como los cristianos ocuparon Málaga… cortando a

cuchillo las cabezas de los andaluces musulmanes en

1487, así también le acontecerá a los “indios” habitantes

y victimas del nuevo continente descubierto” (p.14).

Once they had brought an indigenous community

under control, the missionaries (who too were a product

of the Reconquista) would begin the task of subjugating

their mind and spirit.

As for the indigenous people, they were startled.

They were clueless about who the Spaniards were and

where they had come from. They did not fit into the

indigenous worldview, and at times even if they did, it

meant fear and destruction.

Besides, the socioeconomic structure of the

Americas was in contrast with that of the Spaniards. As

Las Casas pointed out, that they were “masters of very

slender Possessions, and consequently, neither Haughty,

nor Ambitious” (p.03). It was structured with duties and

responsibilities delegated clearly from top to bottom. They

were oblivious to the spirit of individual liberty and private

property. Unlike Europe, where the free liberal spirit of

modernity made everyone the master of himself, the

indigenous people were community-driven (and relied on

their elders and chiefs). The conquistadors targeted the

very source from which they derived instructions and

directions. They killed their kings, priests, and chieftains

to deprive them of leadership. Seeing their masters falling

apart under the cruel tyranny of the Spaniards, the

indigenous communities submerged into a state of shock.
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The pre-Columbian history came to an abrupt halt.

While the rest of the world benefitted after the

discovery, the indigenous world was destroyed. The

indigenous people could salvage very little from the brutal

repression they faced for hundreds of years, which still

continues in different forms. Their hundreds of years of

research were effaced in one conquest. Their social

organization, scientific findings, ingenious, innovative

temperament, spirituality, and intimate connection with

nature were all ravaged in the discovery of America.

The idea of inheriting their customs and rituals was

out of the question in a situation in which to have survived

alone was no less than a miracle. However, while most

of the native culture, customs, science, and arts

disappeared forever, some remained preserved with the

efforts of natives who strived to follow in their ancestors’

footsteps. RabinalAchí is one such form of art that

managed to survive the Spanish butchery of the native

epistemology.

Knowing, Understanding, and Recognising the Pre-

Columbian :

The study of pre-Columbian society and culture is a

study in progress. Every day, new dimensions and aspects

are added to our existing knowledge of pre-Columbian

society and culture. These discoveries all tell us that

earlier notions of the Spanish invasion as the mark of the

beginning of Latin American society is a long way from

the truth. However, while a lot is said about the violent

oppression committed by the conquistadores of Latin

America, very little is talked about the profound

sociocultural loss the indigenous population had to suffer

at the hands of the Spaniards. As a result, the study of

pre-Columbian society and culture is limited to this day,

being carried out by a handful of scholars and experts

who dedicate their time to unearth the ways of pre-

Columbian society.

Today, it is a daunting task for historians and

archaeologists to bring together pieces of history and

make correct assessments of what they stood for. The

destruction of the conquest is so profound that we know

that we will never be able to have complete knowledge

of the pre-Columbian civilization. Dussel emphasizes this

hysteria of getting rid of indigenous world “Todo el

“mundo” imaginario del indígena era “demoníaco” y como

tal debía ser destruido. Ese mundo del Otro era

interpretado como lo negativo, pagano, satánico e

intrínsecamente perverso.” (p.80 – 81)

The present research findings prove that pre-

Columbian society was indeed a whole world in itself.

Rabinal Achí: A Sample of Precolonial Sociocultural

Makeup of Pre-Columbian Latin America:

Rabinal Achí is the only surviving pre-Columbian

Mayan drama. Writings of priests and chroniclers have

affirmed that the indigenous people of Mesoamerica had

their theatrical form of art. The dialogues were

accompanied by dance and music. Friar Diego de la

Landa himself attests the prevalence of this form of art

among the indigenous people by adducing López de

Cogolludo, “tenía delante de la escalera de norte algo

aparte, dos teatros de cantera pequeño de cuatro

escaleras y enlosado por arriba, en que dicen

representaban las farsas y comedia para solaz del pueblo”

(quoted in Monterde, p. IX).

However, the Spaniards understood very little of

what these theatrical performances consisted of, and with

their limited tools to interpret, they assumed these

performances as profane and idolatrous. Consequently,

they replaced such performances with religious

representations of the popular customs of Europe. As

Carrillo y Ancona observes,

varios documentos históricos [que] existen

acerca del buen gobierno, policía y buenas

costumbres de los indios convertidos, por donde

consta cómo los gobiernos eclesiástico y político

mandaban que se procurase extirpar ciertas

representaciones dramáticas propias de los indios,

por razón de lo obsceno e idolátrico de ellas; y

disponían —dice—, que para dar algún recreo a los

mismos, fueran sustituidas con las muy conocidas

representaciones religiosas de las costumbres

populares de la Europa cristiana. (quoted in Monterde,

p. X)

The features that make Rabinal Achí unique are

the semantic contents of the dialogues and how they are

presented. With a normal tendency to analyze literary

works from the yardsticks of European frameworks, one

notices upon reading this work that it neither holds many

similarities with conventional European theatrical works

nor does it have many oppositional attributes. These

opposites are eagerly sought in the study of the other’s

work. Rabinal Achí epistemologically stands on its own,

from the beginning of the performance to the end.

The drama’s theme is the capture of a warrior, his

defiant altercation with the enemies, and his death. Each

RABINAL Achí: RECOVERING PRE-COLOMBIAN LITERATURE IN POSTCOLONIAL TIMES
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dialogue begins with a salutation! Hola valiente guerrero!

We notice that the first to extend his salutation is Rabinal

Achí, the warrior from the winner camp in whose

possession now is Quiche Achí, the warrior from the

Quiche kingdom. The respect and dignity with which

Rabinal treats an enemy is a sign of magnanimity. To

hold an enemy in such high regard as to greet him and

call him brave speaks a volume about the warrior culture

of pre-Columbian America. However, his praise is not a

sign of submission, as he reveals to Quiche Achí,

gasconading his advantageous position: “No has huido

de la punta de mi lanza, durante la lucha?” (269). Fearless

Quiche Achí listens to Rabinal in defiance and repeats

parts of the dialogues that he just heard before he

expresses his own opinion. He asks as if trying to get

confirmation from the other speaker. There is a unique

melody in this kind of repetition, which is peculiar to works

of indigenous literature, and the provocative gibes coupled

with sincere admiration for enemies is a native way of

expressing grievances, uncommon in many other cultures.

In the entire drama, this style of dialogue delivery

repeatedly appears. To a modern reader, this might hinder

seamless reading of the work, as these repetitions might

pose reading difficulties. As Raynaud notes, “el

“paralelismo” de palabras y de frases que existe en el

drama y que resulta fatigoso para el “lector que lo aprecia

sin el canto vocal” (quoted in Programa Editorial de la

Coordinación de Humanidades, 13). However, we must

understand that repetition is a peculiar trait of indigenous

dialogue delivery, which has nothing to do with the

European style of establishing a conversation. Probably,

this style of conversation was widely used in pre-

Columbian times. In Hombres de maíz, an indigenista

novel, we notice the same musical repetitiveness of

expressions. Asturias applied it to underscore the

indigenous technique of framing sentences and

establishing dialogues. Moreover, such forms of highly

spirited and courteous conversations point toward the high

regard in which enemies were held.

In The Memoirs of the Conquistador by Bernal

Díaz del Castillo, we come across many instances where

he points out the Spaniards’ perfidious dealing with their

enemy and their indigenous allies. The nature of animosity

in pre-Columbian life can be extrapolated from the

dialogues between Quiche Achí and Rabinal in the first

half of the drama and between Quiche Achí and the

Governor in the second half. The Spanish conquest style

must have caught the indigenous warriors off-guard, who

were used to treating enemies differently. The

conversation between Rabinal Achí and Quiche Achí

reveals this peculiar set of rules and tenets that governed

the social relations and interpersonal interactions during

pre-Columbian times.

As the drama progresses, Rabinal Achí and Quiche

Achí justify their actions. They patiently hear each other

and refute each other’s claims spiritedly. Even in their

accusations, they show a high degree of mutual respect

and justify their standpoints. Finally, it is revealed that

Quiche Achí had committed a serious war crime, which

tells us these pre-Columbian people had their vices and

also that they had ideals, and tenets. They were not bands

of ferocious tribes fighting against each other, as often

portrayed by advocates of the conquest; instead, they

had clear laws of war, and the violation of these laws

had serious consequences.

We notice in the conversations repeated references

to the earth and the sky. They invoke the sky and the

earth. This repeated invocation must be understood from

the standpoint of the indigenous belief system. They live

their life with an awareness of the fact that they are an

integral part of nature. They explicate their positionality

in the cosmos by referring to the sky and the earth. They

understand the importance of nature’s elements and

forces that influence their lives.

Quiche Achí asks El SeñorJobtoj (the Lord of Five

Thunders) to give golden eagles and golden Jaguar.

Quiche Achí’s desire to have these animals as a mark of

the greatness of his end underscores the

interconnectedness between indigenous people and

animals. Animals are part of human life, and it is due to

this interconnectedness that Quiche Achí requests for

eagle and Jaguars of El SeñorJobtoj’s land. They are so

closely associated with animals around them that they

develop a sense of pride in them. When Quiche Achí is

gifted the Jaguars and Eagles, he cannot help but compare

them with the ones in his land. He rejects them, saying

that there are better specimens of the same creatures in

his land. The presence of wild and dangerous animals in

their surrounding also tells us that these precolonial people

knew to live in harmony with the creatures around them.

They would not kill ferocious animals because they pose

a danger to human life. They knew well how to work

around them. They never tempered with the ecosystem

around.

Another salient feature of Rabinal Achí is the sense

of indigenous hospitality portrayed in the drama. The host
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king offers everything of great value produced in his land

to Quiche Achí, who spurns them all, barring the shawl

woven by the king’s wife. The El Señor Jobtoj treats him

as his guest even if he is a captured enemy accused of

war crimes. It is in sharp contrast with the treatment the

prisoners of conquistadores received when they were

caught on the battlefield.

One of the essential aspects of the drama is Quiche

Achí’s disappearance for a while. It highlights the special

relationship of the indigenous people have with their

homeland. Quiche Achí wishes to visit his homeland once

before he dies. He visits his native land and spends his

last days with his people in his native surroundings. He

announces his return to face the punishment “no me he

marchadoni meheido. Fui solamente a despedirme a la

faz de mis montañas, a la faz de mis valles, a donde iba

antes a buscar mis alimentos, mis comidas, en las cuatro

esquinas, en los cuatro costados de ellos” Quiche Achí’s

statement reveals that their unique relationship of the

indigenous people with their homeland. This relationship

is unique. It is unlike the concept of private property

prevalent in the west. Every indigenous person feels this

sense of possession and respect for his land and

surroundings. This feeling was not limited to a few people.

The sense of love and respect for one’s land and

surrounding was a common feeling among the precolonial

people.

Conclusion:

The above analysis of the play exposes the

Eurocentric claims of universal knowledge. It was a play

performed much before the Spaniards set foot in Latin

America. Even if the discovery of America had not

happened, the play would still have existed to this date.

While appreciating the play, we must be cautious not to

reproduce the colonial binary logic while extolling a

precolonial drama (or a work of literature). However,

the article cannot help but compare some salient features

of the drama to counter the Eurocentric logics that tends

to denigrate whatever is precolonial. The Eurocentric

analysis standards are a trap, as it only affirms its

hegemony, undermining other ways of knowing

(independent of the Western Knowledge system). As

discussed earlier, there was methodical suppression of

indigenous knowledge during colonialism. The binary

model of thinking does not help us understand indigeneity

in its specificities. This model reduces the understanding

of the indigene to oppositional binaries. By underlining

those attributes that are denied by Eurocentric knowledge

(or even by reiterating those discourses which counter

Eurocentric from Eurocentric viewpoints), we cover a

part of the whole. We can very well highlight some

features of works that the Eurocentric viewpoints shroud,

but we can never claim to know it all by countering a

knowledge that purports to act against the ‘other.’ Rabinal

Achí, like many other forms of indigenous works of

literature (existing or destroyed), are sources of

knowledge and ways of knowing and being. While

analyzing it from an anti-Eurocentric standpoint can give

this work the denied dues, it is a flawed methodology for

understanding and appreciating an indigenous work.

However, in the present context of the persistence of

coloniality, we must also understand indigenous people’s

conflictive relationship with the settlers. The emphasis

on sticking to their way of life and practicing their customs

and cultures of the precolonial times also answers the

colonial value system that invalidates indigenousness.

However, it will be wrong to infer that accentuating the

precolonial means getting stuck in time. We must note

that, like any other culture and society globally, indigenous

culture and society have been changing progressively.

Today, Rabinal Achí is performed by the indigenous

people with pride. For them, it is a matter of great pride

to have salvaged a work from a long colonial period

marked by the destruction and subversion of indigenous

art and literature. The essence of Rabinal Achí is in its

continuity to this date.
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